Pole-Zero (ARMA) Recursive Least Squares Algorithm is derived using geometric projections. The new algorithm has a reduced number of computations compared to the pole-zero fast Kalman algorithm. In particular, four vector inner products and scalar-times-vector operations are eliminated. This is particularly important in multiprocessor implementations of the algorithm. The geometric approach provides insight and useful interpretations of the various filters and residuals that form the algorithm. Simulations verifying the performance of the algorithm are presented where the poles and zeroes of an IIR filter are estimated.
The Recursive Least Squares algorithm has been applied to a wide variety of adaptive filtering problems. In many of these applications the system impulse response is estimated. In these cases the RLS algorithm has the structure of transversal filters and fast estimation schemes have been derived for efficient solution of these problems.
These include the work by [I], [2] and [3] . In the latter work, the RLS problem is formulated geometrically and using geometric projections efficient solutions are derived. The resulting algorithms have fewer computations than the fast Kalman algorithm derived in [4] and used in [l]. Furthermore, the geometric approach provides insight into the interpretation and significance of the various filters and quantities originally encountered in [2] .
Recently the RLS algorithm was applied to echo cancellation using pole-zero modeling [SI. In this case the fast Kalman algorithm derived in [4] is formulated to include the echo in addition to the echo generation signal to estimate the parameter vector containing the numerator and denominator coefficients of the echo path transfer function. In other words the echo path is modeled as an
ARMA
(pole-aero) process. The excellent performance of this algorithm in achieving very rapid and extremely high echo cancellation
[5], has provided motivation for deriving a more efficient and robust algorithm.
In this paper, the geometric approach used in [ 
2.Pole Zero Modeling
In the pole aero modeling of the linear system S, the transfer func-
Define the N-length vectors (N=M+L) z(n) and w;
where primes"'" denote the transpose of a vector, Then we can write y(n) in vector notation as an inner product, y(n) = z'(n)wi 
is minimized. The desired signal d(t) can equal the current output of the ARMA process, y(t).
Define the observation vector of the input samples XT and one step delayed output samples YT : We also define the quantity, From which using (3.14) we can write the optimum weights a . s ,
40. The pinning vector has the important property that its inner product with the time vectors dT,EN,T, and ZT yields the most recent sample:
Filters for RLS A l g o r i t h m
We introduce the following filters for tbe pole/zero RLS algorithm:
The forward and backward filters, AN,T and BN,T respectively are vector arrays while CN,T is a one dimensional array. Corresponding to these filters are the residuals obtained by appropriately exciting these filters. First define the N+2 length excitation vector, The above quantities can also be interpreted as the filtered residuals since they are produced by exciting a filter with a corresponding excitation vector. In particular Hence as ~N ( T ) approaches one the gap between the spaces closes. In other words it is a measure of how much new information is provided by the current observations.
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We define the prediction residuals as, 
6.Derivation of Algorithm
In the following derivation frequent use is made of the definitions of' the filters and residuals of section 4. The derivation follows [3] closely. However, in the case of the pole-zero algorithm we are dealing with matrices and vector arrays which do not necessarily permute. Also, the excitation and filter updating differ in the pole-zero case and involve the forward and backward permutation matrices.
First we derive the time updates for the forward and bxkward prediction filters: ( use 5.3' with w = a , U =.zT,Z = Z N , T -~ ) (6.2) Close examination of (6.4) reveals that the last two 
